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As one of North America's leading diversified financial services companies and one of Canada's
biggest banks, RBC ranks amongst the largest in the world based on market capitalization. They have
89,000+ full- and part-time employees who serve over 17 million clients in Canada, the U.S. and 27
other countries. 
 
For more than 150 years, RBC has continued to expand their client base, moving across Canada, the
United States and to select global markets. RBC provides a wide range of business services, including
personal and commercial banking, wealth management, insurance, investor services, and capital
markets products and services. Across all of RBC’s businesses they aim to deepen their relationships
with clients by delivering insights and value that are not found anywhere else. 
 
A purpose-driven, principles-led financial institution, RBC delivers leading performance and creates
value for their diverse clients and communities.

 
Purpose
Helping clients thrive and communities prosper.

Vision
To be among the world’s most trusted and successful financial institutions.

With client expectations shifting in today’s digital world, we’ve been on a journey to transform our
bank. Leveraging new technologies and creating an exceptional digital client experience is only part
of our strategy. We fundamentally believe that in order to stay connected with our customers and
maintain relevance, we need to reimagine the role we play in our clients’ lives.

Values
A strong values-driven culture has always been part of the fabric of RBC

Client First: We will always earn the right to be our clients’ first choice
Collaboration: We win as One RBC
Accountability: We take ownership for personal and collective high performance
Diversity and Inclusion: We embrace diversity for innovation and growth
Integrity: We hold ourselves to the highest standards to build trust

To learn more about RBC, visit: https://www.rbc.com 
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RBC

At RBC, Reconciliation is guided by a deep respect for the unique social, cultural and
historic contributions of Indigenous communities, as well as a desire to foster genuine and
meaningful relationships with Indigenous nations in order to drive economic growth and
create positive social change.      

~Dave McKay, President and CEO

Understanding the company’s ability and obligation to act in meaningful, important ways on
reconciliation, RBC has been inspired into action. Guided by the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission (TRC) calls-to-action, RBC is working in partnership with Indigenous peoples, Nations
and businesses to help create long-term, sustainable economic outcomes, increased employment
and social impacts and improved access to procurement opportunities.

Across the organization, there is evidence of these commitments—whether it’s through innovative
banking solutions, hiring and employee resource groups, or community investments, RBC is
building and fostering relationships with Indigenous people. 

RBC acknowledges the transformative, innovative and inspirational properties of Indigenous
knowledge and how RBC’s Indigenous employees and clients are creating solutions, connections
and opportunities. Affirming their commitment to the Indigenous community and showcasing
Indigenous successes, RBC generates an annual partnership report, A Chosen Journey:
https://www.rbc.com/indigenous/a-chosen-journey.html

To learn more about RBC’s commitment to strong relationships with the First Nations, Inuit and
Métis communities across Canada, visit https://www.rbc.com/indigenous/index.html 

Commitment to Reconciliation
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Meet Commercial Financial Services Indigenous portfolio profitability metrics and targets
Work closely with market contacts and partners to identify opportunities to provide advice and
appropriately anchor prospective clients across the RBC enterprise
Maintain an awareness of local market conditions and the competitive environment, and balance
RBC’s risk appetite to inform the execution of activities to attract/retain clients
Provide solutions and business advice designed to satisfy clients’ total financial service needs
(including retail, small business, commercial, trust and investments) with a consistent focus on
building long-term RBC relationships
Maintain existing and developing new relationships with service partners, group partners, and
within the market to optimize business opportunities and referrals

RBC’s reputation as a progressive partner working with and for Indigenous people has a more than
30-year history. They strive to create long-term, sustainable economic development, employment,
social impact, and procurement opportunities for Indigenous businesses, organizations, governments,
and communities. As a result, RBC holds a distinct advantage by being the first financial institution to
actively establish unique programs and services that are economically, socially, and culturally relevant
to Indigenous communities. 

Key Strategic Indigenous Business and Reconciliation Priorities

With the Reconciliation Action Plan identified as a critical driver for all RBC Indigenous business
success, the Vice President, Indigenous Banking (VPIB) is accountable for managing the
implementation of the following strategic priorities:

Economy - Provision of Financial Services

The Opportunity
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Support recruitment/mentorship/retention of Indigenous employees
Act as a champion for the Indigenous Employee Resource Group (ERG), Royal Eagles
Support the summer student and rotation career development program, the Indigenous Peoples’
Development Program (IPDP)
Maintain the financial literacy program for Indigenous employees
Participate or lead internal events to create greater awareness on Indigenous histories and
cultures
Support the 4 Seasons of Reconciliation learning program

Provide leadership in the development of relationships with government and other centres of
influence (COIs) to create value/amplify reputation in the market
Identify community projects of interest for donations, grants, sponsorship to protect RBC
reputation and commitment to reconciliation
Work closely with internal Environment, Social and Governance (ESG) groups to ensure Indigenous
representation
Refer Indigenous businesses into supplier diversity program
Represent RBC externally as appropriate in meeting all objectives

People - Employment and Education

Community - Social Impact and Procurement



Manage relationships with Indigenous clients, community leaders and national COIs
Actively monitor and manage the profitability of RBC’s relationship with Indigenous clients within
the context of building a long-term mutually beneficial relationship through an approach that
remains respectful of Indigenous culture, community, and values 
Act as a client advocate within the Bank as head of the RBC Reconciliation Office by proactively
working with relevant internal banking partners to reflect Indigenous perspectives and needs
Ensure delivery of a One RBC approach by developing solutions that address every aspect of
Indigenous client relationships with RBC (cultural, social, political, economic)

Reporting to the Senior Vice President of Business Financial Services, the Vice President, Indigenous
Banking will be accountable for the implementation of strategic Indigenous business and
reconciliation priorities. Through the development of meaningful external client and community
relationships, the VPIB will grow the Indigenous banking business and RBC’S overall Indigenous
portfolio. Internally, as the enterprise leader on reconciliation, the VPIB will support the organization,
COIs and diverse teams to advance the Reconciliation Action Plan.

Responsibilities 

Community Building

The Role
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Continuously update knowledge on evolving Indigenous market trends, and the required
products/programs that may be of value to clients
Monitor political changes affecting how we deliver services (e.g., Indian Act, land claim
settlements, self-governance treaties, and title agreements, etc.)
Originate new client and COI relationships and anchor those with regions, track financial metrics
and manage national P&L in relation to RBC risk framework; provide ongoing advice and support
internal stakeholders to ensure products and the risk framework are aligned with the evolving
landscape of client capabilities and needs
Grow the Indigenous Banking business and RBC’s overall Indigenous portfolio

Advise on policy implementation or enhancements; provide appropriate background information to
support a decolonized approach to application adjudication
Partner (as requested) on new programs/products to answer the needs of Indigenous clients
Assist with complex credit structures and cash management arrangements with clients and
prospects

Help develop and inform an appropriate risk framework that reflects market conditions and the
competitive landscape, particularly pertaining to land claim financing, infrastructure financing,
legacy trust lending, real estate, and equity financing
Be a point of escalation for any issues that present any risk related to standards prescribed by
RBC policies and procedures, including Reputation and Legal Risk, Anti-Money Laundering, Code
of Conduct, Credit, Operational, etc. 

Create an environment which supports collaboration, inclusion and understanding of Indigenous
history, cultures, and current matters of importance
Build team and individual capabilities to ensure employees can deliver on RBC’s Indigenous value
proposition and make progress on RBC’s Reconciliation Action Plan 
Bring an Indigenous perspective, knowledge, and experience to bear on RBC decisions on matters
of importance to Indigenous communities, clients, and employees
Provide active leadership and guidance in executing and managing client/COI relationships,
including delivery of credit and cash management services, HR programs, social impact, and
procurement initiatives.

Business Development and Portfolio Management

Credit/Deposit Product Development and Policy Advice

Risk Management

Leadership

 

The Role (cont.) 
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Establish and build an RBC Reconciliation Office 
Develop sustainable and consistent methods to offer unified service for Indigenous clients across
Commercial Banking, Retail, Wealth Management, Capital Markets and other business partners. 
Develop and implement a business plan and risk tolerance framework to support real estate and
equity financing opportunities for commercial Indigenous markets 
Support the activation of a Trust Lending program as part of overall Business Financial Services
(BFS) market strategy 
Develop a public awareness campaign and build RBC’s presence as a market leader responding to
the barriers to banking and access issues faced by the Indigenous community 
Support the work of the branches and Contact Centres to ensure better Indigenous client
experience 
Develop a publicly accessible Reconciliation Action Plan, and lead the annual effort for reporting
on progress 

Reports to a Senior Vice President in Business Financial Services 
Accountable to other business and functional unit leaders responsible for work that impacts
Indigenous clients, communities, organizations, suppliers, and employees 
Executives and senior managers in product teams in Business Financial Services, Personal and
Commercial Banking (P&CB), Capital Markets, Ventures, Wealth Management and Private Banking 
Regional Presidents and Regional Vice President, BFS 
Group Risk Management and Compliance 
Corporate Client Group and National Specialized Sales 
HR, Corporate Citizenship, and Global Procurement 
All Diversity Leadership Councils (DLCs), including the Enterprise DLC chaired by CEO 
Indigenous advisor, Phil Fontaine 

Indigenous governments, institutes, tribal councils, national bodies 
Indigenous organizations working to advance social imperatives such as climate, employment,
education, food security, self-government, land rights, housing, health, culture and language 
Indigenous suppliers 
Media 
Federal, provincial, and municipal government departments and leaders 
Boards of directors, COIs, legal firms, accountants, and consultants 

Priority Initiatives

Reporting and Working Relationships

Internal 

External 

The Role (cont.) 
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University degree or relevant diploma 
Organizational awareness, impact, and influence at Senior levels 
Strategic business sense 
Proven risk management expertise 
Strong analytical, financial, and technology skills 
Strong written, and verbal communication skills 
Excellent collaboration skills 
Lived experience, knowledge, involvement and connection with Indigenous communities 

Ability to navigate the intricacies unique to Indigenous businesses, governance and legal
structures and land designations, and knowledge on how these characteristics influence credit
and lending processes 
Commercial banking (credit/deposit) experience preferred, with proven business and sales
development skills, knowledge of risk and credit portfolio management, and highly developed
negotiating skills 
Well-established reputation and credibility within Indigenous communities and proven relationship
management skills 

Background and Experience

Technical Capabilities

Qualifications
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For more details or to further explore this important strategic leadership opportunity, please
contact: 

Leaders International specializes in the recruitment of Board of Directors, leadership
succession and executive level positions. Our global network, Penrhyn International, is a
world leader in the executive recruitment industry, with more than 47 offices in over 25
countries on 5 continents.

TO FURTHER EXPLORE:
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Laurie Sterritt • Partner 
Leaders International
Telephone: 778-838-4569 
laurie@leadersinternational.com 

RBC
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